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Executive Summary
West Contra Costa Unified School District faces all of the challenges and dilemmas of urban
school districts in California, and more. The issues of high poverty and large numbers of English
learners are accompanied by a history of budget problems and a diverse student population residing
in five different cities. Nevertheless, the District has made progress in recent years, increasing
student achievement, paying off a state loan and cultivating community partnerships that bring
resources and a new sense of hopefulness.
With the education landscape rapidly changing as a result of, among other things, the
implementation of the Common Core, adoption of the Local Control Funding Formula, and
expansion of Linked Learning, the District leadership understands this is an opportune time to
engage stakeholders in the development and implementation of a new Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Plan that follows comes at a critical time for the District and the community. The
previous Strategic Plan, written in 2006, ran its course and is now outdated. There are many great
initiatives and programs operating in the District, but without a current and focused plan to create
a shared vision and implementation strategy, these programs and the District will fall short of their
potential. This unmet potential directly and negatively impacts student outcomes: the achievement
gap, though narrowed in recent years, still persists and is far from being eliminated. In a
community as diverse and complex as West County, closing the achievement gap and supporting
all students to succeed is of the utmost importance. The WCCUSD Strategic Plan is a five-year
actionable blueprint designed to focus, enable, and empower the District and its stakeholders to
address this challenge and become a District of choice.
The Strategic Planning process was led by a community-based Steering Committee, a collection
of 20 diverse individuals each representing a vital stakeholder group, and facilitated by a team of
consultants paid for through a generous grant from Chevron. The planning process centered on a
robust and bilingual community engagement effort. Over the course of nine months, the process
included more than 50 one-on-one interviews, 31 focus groups, 11 town hall meetings, a series of
student discussions, and online and paper surveys; more than 2,400 individuals were able to weigh
in regarding the District’s and community’s needs and priorities.
The community engagement effort provided a clear and comprehensive understanding of the
District’s primary strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Of the challenges identified,
seven stood out from the list:
1. Achievement gap – The District’s African-American and Latino students, particularly the
males, far underperform their White, Asian and Filipino counterparts.
2. Insufficient professional development for teachers – Teachers in the District are not
receiving the support and development they need to become great teachers.
3. Weak talent recruitment and retention – The District is unable to recruit or retain top
talent, especially at the principal level, which inhibits instruction and management, and
negatively impacts school culture.
4. No sense of urgency – Though many within the District want to see change, there is little
sense of urgency to see that change happen now.
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5. Low trust – Internally and externally, far too many individuals and organizations assume
the worst of the District, bringing an unhealthy level of skepticism into every District
initiative and interaction.
6. Poor communication – Without a clear vision and a defined communications strategy, the
District is unable to communicate effectively with its internal or external stakeholders.
7. Lack of program alignment – There are numerous successful initiatives and programs
operating within the District, but there is little coordination between the efforts.
To address these critical hurdles, six key strategies were identified:
1. Create high expectations – It is not sufficient to believe that every student can succeed;
the District and community (and the students themselves) should expect that every student
will succeed.
2. Support quality instruction – Teachers should have the support and training needed to
become great teachers.
3. Embrace collective ownership – Every stakeholder group has an opportunity and
responsibility to play a role in promoting student success.
4. Invest in the whole child – Student success is not limited to classroom performance; social
and emotional development are necessary complements to academic achievement.
5. Prioritize accountability – The community should be able to understand what is
happening in the District and hold the District and its leaders accountable for success.
6. Innovate – Doing things the way they have always been done is insufficient; the District
should look to best practices and cutting edge innovations to help prepare its students for
the 21st century.
The following Strategic Plan lays out a path that will no doubt be difficult. Implementation will
require the dedication, leadership, and cooperation of all of the District’s stakeholder groups. The
good news is that the Strategic Plan engagement process demonstrated a willingness and desire on
the part of the entire community—students, parents, teachers, administrators, classified
employees, business leaders, nonprofits, funders, and the public-at-large—to engage with the
District’s challenges, commit to solutions, and dream big. Everyone is focused on the same goal
of success for all WCCUSD students; now everyone must work together to build a District capable
of achieving the community’s dreams.
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Methodology
WCCUSD’s Strategic Planning process was collaborative and deliberate. Over the course of 10
months, the process set a new standard for comprehensive community engagement, bringing to
the table stakeholders who collectively could provide a 360° perspective of the District and its
possibilities. Those insightful and passionate perspectives, along with best practices from around
the country, formed the backbone of the 2013-2018 WCCUSD Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Planning process was overseen by a five-person Advisory Committee comprised of
two School Board members, the Superintendent, the Associate Superintendent, and a
representative from Chevron Corporation, the funder for the project. A 20-person Steering
Committee was formed to drive the Strategic Plan and to provide insight and feedback at key
milestones throughout the process. Steering Committee members represented many of
WCCUSD’s vital partners and stakeholders: District leaders; teachers; principals; parents; United
Teachers of Richmond; Public Employees Local 1; Mechanics Bank; San Francisco State
University; Richmond Community Foundation; Building Blocks for Kids; Chevron Corporation;
Faithworks; NAACP; Irene Scully Foundation; Contra Costa College; California Office to Reform
Education (CORE); Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; and City of Richmond. Two
consulting firms – Third Plateau Social Impact Strategies and Capitol Impact – teamed to facilitate
the Strategic Planning process, synthesize the findings, and author the final document.
The Strategic Planning process consisted of five distinct, sequential phases:
1. Fact Finding – a review of the District’s former strategic documents and data to develop a
deeper understanding of the District’s history and past performance.
2. Community Engagement (A) – a comprehensive bilingual outreach effort that saw 2,104
individuals take part through a series of six community town halls (one for each high school
family), one teacher and administrator town hall, one classified employee town hall, 45
one-on-one interviews, 30 specialized focus groups, an online survey for teachers and
administrators, a separate online survey for the general public, and a series of student
discussions and interviews.
3. Analysis, Synthesis, and Drafting – an in-depth review of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 findings
to identify the common themes, critical hurdles, and promising opportunities facing the
District, brought together into an initial draft.
4. Community Engagement (B) – a second round of stakeholder feedback based on the draft
created in Phase 3, inviting stakeholders to voice their opinions during two community
town halls, one teacher and administrator town hall, a focus group of local elected officials,
a handful of one-on-one interviews, and an online forum.
5. Finalization and Board Approval – a second (final) round of incorporating stakeholder
feedback to create the finalized Strategic Plan, which was presented to the Board for
approval and implementation.
The resulting plan is a document that is rooted in reality, addresses the core needs of the
community, and provides an actionable blueprint to foster student success.
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Introduction
Student success is the ultimate priority
The purpose of public education is to develop well-informed, intellectually and emotionally
capable students, equipped with the skills and knowledge to be successful, happy, and productive
members of society. All students, regardless of racial, ethnic or socio-economic background,
should receive comparable skill development to be in a position to determine their life trajectory.
Though individual student success will vary, the level of opportunity presented to each student
should be the same and students’ awareness of those opportunities should be constant. School is a
place for students to feel supported, safe, and have the confidence and ability to take on new
opportunities.
Confronting reality
Many students in West Contra Costa are underperforming, under-supported and unprepared. The
achievement gap between white students and students of color persists, and District-wide there is
an urgent need to dramatically increase and improve student learning.
In the District, the California High School Exit Exam (CHASEE) pass rate for white students is
just 77%, and only 55% of African American students who take the same exam earn a passing
score. The percentage of Latino students who pass the exam is only slightly higher at 67%.
For a District that is over 70% African American and Latino, the vast majority of whom qualify
for free-and-reduced lunch, the low success rate of students of color is alarming.
Comparing API scores at the school level also reveals disparity. Kennedy High School most
recently received a score of 518, almost 200 points lower than Hercules High School’s ranking.
But the gap forms much earlier. Kensington Elementary earned a 956 API ranking as compared to
Edward M. Downer Elementary which received a 677. The demographics of the students at the
District’s underperforming schools confirm that students of color are not receiving a high quality
education.
The District overall has made great strides in recent years, most notably the repayment of the 1991
state loan, but the level of student achievement is far below where it can, and should, be.
Diversity as a strength and a challenge
The diversity of WCCUSD is undeniably a strength, challenging individuals to think in new ways
and work well with others. The District is in a unique position to capitalize on a diverse learning
environment and better prepare students for an increasingly diverse, global world.
But diversity can also be a challenge. Multiple races and ethnicities can result in cultural and
language barriers, as well as prejudice and racism. Range in parent and family members’
education, employment and income levels affect their ability to support and supplement their
child’s education and development.
Education cannot be one-size-fits-all; learning is customized by student, classroom, school and
community. The range in access to resources in the District – the haves and have-nots – impacts
4
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the means by which schools are able to create unique educational and development opportunities
for students; inequity ensues.
The stark difference in API scores by school stems from many variables including teacher quality
and development, principal experience, parent involvement and support, broader community
engagement, and other socio-economic factors. Gaps form due to inequitable access to resources,
and widen when those inequalities are not addressed.
Focus on what matters
At the District and school level, action steps and initiatives have been developed to address the
problem, but there is little consensus on the long-term goal. There are many stakeholder groups
engaged in the issues, but without District-wide vision, initiatives and partners operate independent
of one another, creating inefficiency, and ultimately, falling short of their potential to further
student success.
The Need to Decentralize
While student success is the focus of this Strategic Plan, it is critical to acknowledge that principals
and teachers are the lynchpin for the Plan’s success. A key theme of this Strategic Plan is
decentralization; the Plan explicitly calls on the District to give principals and teachers more
leeway to effectively implement their vision in their schools and classrooms. The community, from
students to parents to administrators to external stakeholders, all articulated the need to trust,
support, and ultimately empower teachers and principals to educate and inspire the District’s
students. The District’s size and diversity demand a partially decentralized approach; the District
should ensure resource and talent parity across its schools, but recognize that school culture, style,
and vision are not one-size-fits-all and are therefore best left to the principals, teachers, and staff
to define on a site-by-site basis.
To support principals and teachers in doing this work, the Strategic Plan repeatedly calls on the
District to develop and implement high-quality professional development through professional
learning communities. The District should strive to create world-class teacher training programs
that invigorate, support, and inspire teachers and principals in their pursuit of creating excellent
schools.
Evidence of success
The single, most important determinant of whether the Strategic Plan has been effectively
implemented by all District stakeholders is student success. Success is when all students are
provided with meaningful academic, social, and emotional growth opportunities; students are
aware of their options; and all students are prepared and supported to pursue their interests and
achieve their goals.
Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan has been created to re-establish District vision, inspire a culture of change, and
guide WCCUSD’s strategic decisions. The potential end result of coordinated stakeholder efforts
far surpasses the result of a District working independent of partners. The plan requires all
stakeholders work together to further student success.
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Mission, Vision, and Values
Mission
A revision of WCCUSD’s mission statement re-focuses key priorities and partnerships. Providing
a high quality education goes beyond the walls of the classroom and integrates real-world learning
experiences that require students to utilize social and intellectual skills. Increasingly, educational
leaders recognize students’ social-emotional development and overall wellness are critical to
academic and personal success.
The school and District staff cannot do it alone. There are many individuals, organizations, and
businesses in the community working toward West Contra Costa student success. The District
values these partners and is committed to creating and maintaining strong partnerships through
coordination, collaboration and communication.
Mission Statement:
WCCUSD, in partnership with the community, serves the whole child, empowering every
student to succeed in higher education, career, and life by pairing high quality academics
with social, emotional, and wellness support.

Vision
The vision statement frames the District’s mindset and solidifies long-term goals. The District
vows to never be stagnant, to be constantly reflecting on successes and failures in order to redefine and refine best practices to better serve students.
To continue to raise the bar for District-wide student achievement, all parties must be engaged and
encouraged to celebrate successes and voice constructive criticism. District leaders set the tone for
an inclusive community where all are supported, heard, and empowered to do their best work.
Vision Statement:
WCCUSD envisions a school District that continuously sets and meets high
expectations; embraces challenges and innovative solutions; supports its teachers and
employees whole-heartedly; builds a community with shared values and buy-in; and
above all, prepares every student to succeed in all facets of education and life.

Values
All of the District’s decisions and actions are rooted in core beliefs about student achievement;
what defines student success and the necessary components. The listed values on the following
page reflect the mindset District leadership, educators, employees, program partners, and all
stakeholders, are expected to embody and instill in students.
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Values:
Student Success
Student success, in the classroom and in life, is at the forefront of everything we do. WCCUSD
strives to equip all students, children and adults, with the academic, social and emotional skills
necessary for success.
Collective Ownership
WCCUSD believes all stakeholders – students, teachers, employees, partners and community
members - are fundamental to creating and maintaining safe and effective learning environments.
In order to provide every student with a high quality education WCCUSD relies on continuous
participation and feedback from stakeholders.
High Expectations
WCCUSD believes that every student can succeed at a high level and expects them to excel in the
classroom, in career, and in life. Similarly, the District expects all stakeholders to operate at the
highest level and to continuously seek out the best strategies and processes to ensure District-wide
success.
Accountability
The District is dedicated to fostering a culture of transparency and maintaining open lines of
communication that are engaging, informative and accessible. WCCUSD recognizes that data and
metrics are essential for effective decision making.
Leadership
WCCUSD is committed to developing classroom, school and community leaders with the vision
and skill set to execute the District’s mission.
Quality Instruction
Quality educators facilitate growth, set and achieve ambitious goals and advance student learning.
WCCUSD believes standards-based curriculum, data tracking and analysis drive student
achievement and empowers educators to innovate and collaborate to identify best practices.
Rigorous training, support, and development for educators strengthen teacher effectiveness and
accelerate student achievement.
Diversity
WCCUSD celebrates the diversity of West Contra Costa and values the strength in varying
perspectives, beliefs and backgrounds.
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SWOT Analysis
A comprehensive analysis of WCCUSD’s key Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
(SWOT) provides insight into the District’s areas of opportunity and potential challenges moving
forward.
The below SWOT analysis was grounded in stakeholder feedback gathered through extensive
community engagement: 45 one-on-one interviews, 30 focus groups, eight town halls, and 831
surveys, 191 of which were conducted in Spanish. Students, parents, teachers, school and District
staff, District leaders, community members, businesses and community-based organizations all
offered their perspective on the District.
Aggregating and analyzing their reflections and insights resulted in the following:
STRENGTHS
Staff and faculty passion

From administrators to teachers to school staff, almost
everyone in the District is passionate about student success.

Diversity

The District serves and represents a community that boasts
phenomenal diversity, in terms of demographics, socioeconomic standing, experiences, and perspectives.

Constituent support

As evidenced by the passing of numerous school bonds and the
presence of dozens of highly-engaged stakeholder groups, the
District has a strong support base.

Facilities

The District and its community have successfully leveraged a
large bond program to ensure strong school facilities.

Perseverance

The District leadership and staff have shown great
perseverance in advancing the District despite continual budget
cuts.

District and classroom
“rockstars”

The strong individuals at the District-, school- and classroomlevel are exceptionally strong.

Whole-child initiatives

In order to better support and develop the whole child, the
District has implemented initiatives such as the School-Based
Health Centers and Full Service Community Schools that have
positively impacted students’ social, emotional, and academic
learning.

Additional District strengths include: strong civic partnerships; a commitment to responsible
financial management; and the ability to effectively manage and coordinate several constituency
groups.
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WEAKNESSES
Achievement gap

The District’s African-American and Latino students,
particularly the males, far underperform their White, Asian and
Filipino counterparts.

Poor communication

Without a clear vision and a defined communications strategy,
the District is unable to communicate effectively with its internal
or external stakeholders.

Lack of data tracking and
reporting

Data is necessary to make informed decisions, but the District’s
current data tracking and reporting practices are insufficient.

Weak talent recruitment and
retention

The District is unable to recruit or retain top talent, especially at
the principal level, which inhibits instruction and management
and negatively impacts school culture.

Lack of leadership pipeline

The District lacks a set process by which to identify and develop
leaders, a problem that is amplified by the school board’s high
turnover rate.

Insufficient professional
development for teachers

Teachers in the District are not receiving the support and
development they need to become great teachers. Lack of
development and training negatively impacts instruction,
curriculum development, teacher collaboration, and student
achievement.

Lack of parent involvement

Systems have not been established to ensure consistent
communication with parents or provide ongoing opportunities
for families to be present at their children’s schools and engaged
with their education.

Inadequate college
counseling

Current college counseling resources and strategies across the
District are insufficient and unable to properly and fully guide
students into and through higher education.

Additional weaknesses include: large class sizes; antiquated processes (especially in regards to
human resources); and the District’s annual retirement liability.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Look to best practices

There is no reason for WCCUSD to reinvent the wheel on issues
and initiatives that have proven best practices within and/or
outside the District.

Mission articulation,
alignment, and buy-in

A unifying mission and vision will align all of the moving pieces
within the District and provide clear structure on the ways in
which stakeholders can engage.

Innovation and
experimentation

The District would benefit immensely from a culture of
innovation and experimentation, one in which the District does
not shy away from difficult issues or settle for the status quo.

Data

If the District can capture and objectively analyze school and
District-wide data, District and school leadership will be able to
make more informed and strategic decisions.

Linked learning

Linked learning programs engage the business community and
provide experiential learning opportunities for students.

Stronger teacher professional A stronger professional development program for teachers will
enhance teacher leadership opportunities and lead to greater
development
student success and higher teacher retention.
Early childhood education

System-wide student success requires early access and
intervention.

Student voice and leadership
development

If students’ interests are represented, their voices encouraged,
and they have opportunities to be leaders in their schools and
communities, students will be invested in their academic success.

Leverage local community

Local businesses, funders, civic partners, and community-based
organizations hold great potential for complementing the
District’s work supporting students’ educational, emotional, and
social needs.

School-site empowerment

With the right balance of school autonomy and District-run
streamlined processes, school leaders will be able to make faster,
smarter, and more effective decisions at their school sites.

Additional opportunities include: integrating Common Core standards; technology improvements;
developing a strategic dual immersion plan; scaling the Full-Service Community Schools model;
and improving communication and alignment with community college partners.
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THREATS
Lack of Program Alignment

There are numerous successful programs operating within the
District, but there is little coordination between the efforts. Lack
of alignment leads to poor investments, miscommunication, and
ineffectiveness.

Low expectations

Expectations frame the conversation about what the District can
and should accomplish. Currently, the expectations are far too
low, with many individuals inside and outside the District
viewing student failure (especially among African-American and
Latino boys) as a foregone conclusion.

No sense of urgency

Though many within the District want to see change, there is
little sense of urgency to see that change happen now. Until there
is true motivation to enact change, the status quo mindset will
prevail.

Little accountability

Without more accountability at the board-, leadership-, and
school-level, the system will continue to see programs with weak
deliverables and poor outcomes. Transparent decision-making
processes will improve communication and increase trust and
stakeholder buy-in.

Low Trust

Internally and externally, far too many individuals and
organizations assume the worst of the District, bringing an
unhealthy level of skepticism into every District initiative and
interaction.

“White Flight”

In any District where performance and student success lag, the
wealthiest and most resourceful will find alternative education
options, including private schools and more successful public
school Districts. In WCCUSD, this is most prevalent in the
wealthier Caucasian community.

Budget Cuts

In a financially-strapped state, budget cuts are a constant
concern.

Additional threats to the District include: employees stretched too thin; resistance to innovative
thinking; summer learning loss; decreasing AP enrollment; and insufficient and outdated HR
policies.
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Critical Hurdles and Key Strategies
The preceding SWOT analysis outlines WCCUSD’s accomplishments and impact on students, as
well as obstacles to overcome. Being candid about these hurdles is necessary for the District to
realize its vision (see page 6) and dramatically increase positive student outcomes. It is important
to note, however, that all weaknesses and threats in the SWOT analysis are not created equal; seven
should be prioritized, as they represent the root causes of the majority of the District’s challenges:
1. Achievement gap – The District’s African-American and Latino students, particularly the
males, far underperform their White, Asian and Filipino counterparts.
2. Insufficient professional development for teachers – Teachers in the District are not
receiving the support and development they need to become great teachers. Lack of
development and training negatively impacts instruction, curriculum development, teacher
collaboration, and student achievement.
3. Weak talent recruitment and retention – The District is unable to recruit or retain top
talent, especially at the principal level, which inhibits instruction and management, and
negatively impacts school culture.
4. No sense of urgency – Though many within the District want to see change, there is little
sense of urgency to see that change happen now. Until there is true motivation and
collective action to enact change, the status quo will prevail.
5. Low trust – Internally and externally, far too many individuals and organizations assume
the worst of the District, bringing an unhealthy level of skepticism into every District
initiative and interaction.
6. Poor communication – Without a clear vision and a defined communications strategy, the
District is unable to communicate effectively with its internal or external stakeholders.
7. Lack of program alignment – There are numerous successful programs operating within
the District, but there is little coordination between the efforts. Lack of alignment leads to
poor investments, miscommunication, and ineffectiveness.
To address these seven critical hurdles, WCCUSD identifies six key strategies to pursue over the
next five years. Those six key strategies are:

WCCUSD Key Strategies
Create High
Expectations

Support Quality
Instruction

Embrace
Collective
Ownership

Invest in the
Whole Child

Prioritize
Accountability

Innovate
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Each of these six key strategies is designed to address specific critical hurdles, as the chart below illustrates:

WCCUSD Key Strategies

WCCUSD Critical Hurdles

Achievement gap
Insufficient professional
development for teachers
Weak talent recruitment
and retention
No sense of urgency
Low trust

Create high
expectations

Support quality
instruction

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

♦

Poor communication
Lack of program alignment

Embrace
collective
ownership

Invest in the
whole child

Prioritize
accountability

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

Innovate

♦
♦
♦

♦

A detailed blueprint for how to execute each of these six key strategies is included in the following section, which provides specific
objectives and tactics for each priority, along with an accompanying implementation timeline and budget implication.
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS
Academic accomplishments should not be dependent on ethnicity or the zip code where a child resides. West Contra Costa Unified,
like most urban school districts, has an achievement gap that is divided along socioeconomic status and ethnicity. But it doesn’t have
to be this way. Schools around California and throughout the United States have proven that given adequate resources and quality
instruction, students will achieve. The District has capable students, devoted teachers, and committed external partners, such that every
student can achieve. WCCUSD and the greater community must embrace and communicate its faith in its students and align the
District’s programs to empower students to realize their potential.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Frame School as an Opportunity. At every school and in every grade, students should be
answering the question “What is your dream?” Teachers should begin the school year with
a more formal process by which students can identify and record their aspirations. To the
extent possible, these responses should be maintained and follow the students as they
matriculate, keeping the students’ goals fresh on their mind and hammering home the
message that education is their opportunity to attain their goals. Teachers and principals
should be able to talk about their students’ dreams and make their lessons relevant by tying
them to their students’ dreams.

2014-2015

None

1.2:

Create school environments that connote high expectations. See Objective 5.

2014-2015

None

1.3:

Define College and Career Ready. WCCUSD should partner with Contra Costa College,
the Ed Fund’s West County College Access Network, and other community stakeholders,
in addition to following the work of CORE and the new state Academic Performance
Index, to create a college and career ready policy, articulating exactly what it means to be
“college and career ready” at each grade level.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 1: COMMUNICATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS
1.1:
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 2: EMPOWER STUDENTS TO RECOGNIZE THEIR ABILITY
2.1: Teach All Students to Self-Advocate. The District should empower students to advocate
for their individual and collective interests in order to get them to buy into and share
ownership in their academic success. The District should examine its slate of extracurricular activities and leadership classes, two of the primary areas where this student
advocacy is learned and nurtured, to see how it can better support teachers, coaches, and
other involved community members in their work. This may involve the creation of new
activities, teacher professional development, or other yet-to-be-determined supports.
2.2: Establish Male and Female Leadership Cohorts. The District should establish Male and
Female Leadership Cohorts in its middle and high schools to cultivate student leaders. To
start, the District should learn from the models established at Long Beach Unified School
District, Sacramento City Unified School District, and Fresno Unified School District and
consider piloting the program at one or two high schools.
2.3:

2.4:

Implement Meaningful Leadership Development. The District should develop and
deploy a leadership development curriculum to be piloted with high school leadership
classes. Assuming its efficacy, the District should consider implementing the curriculum
across the entire student body.
Make Leadership Classes Meaningful. WCCUSD should work to make the high school
leadership classes more substantive. These classes should move beyond planning parties
and rallies, and be used to train student leaders. To unify and empower the District’s
student voice, the District should facilitate the collaboration of leadership classes across
schools through summits, school site visits, and other cross-school team building and
bonding opportunities.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015
(study
models)
2015-2016
(pilot)
2014-2015
(develop
curriculum)
2015-2016
(pilot)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

Minimal
(staffing)

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Infuse Critical Thinking and Leadership into the Student Experience. By creating
opportunities for exploration, challenging students to think critically, and empowering
students to teach and learn from their peers, students will have a greater sense of ownership
over their education.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

Encourage Teachers to Think Creatively About Lesson Planning. Administrators
should embrace teachers developing cross-subject curricula that engage students, pique
their curiosity, inspire their creativity, and increase their desire to learn.

2014-2015

None

Ongoing

Minimal
(staffing)

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 3: CHALLENGE EVERYONE TO THINK BEYOND THE TEST
3.1:

3.2:

3.3:

Continue to Expand the District’s Linked Learning Initiative. The District has already
adopted and invested in Linked Learning, but it can do more. The District should (1)
actively work with the AB 790 Consortium in expanding its Linked learning Initiative, (2)
provide professional development opportunities for teachers to work together in developing
college and career pathways, and (3) increase its outreach into the business community to
expand its mentoring and internship offerings, opening the door to all students having
work-based learning opportunities and challenging students to apply the knowledge they
acquire in the classroom in a professional setting.

OBJECTIVE 4: PUT EVERY STUDENT ON THE PATH TO GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL WITH OPPORTUNITY
FOR POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
4.1:

Provide A-G Counseling to All Students Entering 8th Grade. To better increase the
chance of high school success, the District should begin counseling students toward college
before they arrive at high school. By arming all students with the information they need to
succeed and a clear understanding of what is expected of them, students will enter high
school at an advantage compared to students unfamiliar with the A-G requirements.

2014-2015
(pilot)
2015-2016
(roll out)

Moderate
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Ensure That Every Middle and High School Student Meets With An Academic
Counselor Every Semester. While widespread 1-on-1 counseling support may not be
realistic, the District should establish a counseling protocol whereby every middle and high
school student meets 1-on-1 with a counselor at least once per semester.

2016-2017

Substantial
(staffing)

Implement Tracking System. To better track student academic counseling services, the
District should invest in or adapt an existing database capable of managing basic functions
including scheduling, review of a student’s academic history, and a notes tool so
counselors can input summaries of the advice provided to a student. By keeping a master
database, the school will be able to maintain the institutional knowledge of the counseling
services each student has received.

2016-2017

Moderate
(technology)

2014-2015

Moderate
(technology);
Potential longterm savings
due to
efficiencies in
counselor time

2014-2015

Minimal

Implementation Strategy
4.2:

4.3:

4.4:

4.5:

Implement the Transcript Evaluation Service to Track Students. The District should
utilize software to track student progress against A-G requirements. This will make it
easier for counselors to communicate with students and their families about their progress
and identify any existing or potential problems with students fulfilling the A-G
requirements.

Provide CAHSEE Support. As long as the CAHSEE is a graduation requirement, the
District should continue to offer and expand its CAHSEE support to students to ensure that
all high school students who have met their high school course requirements pass the
CAHSEE.
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

None;
Potential
savings in
counselor time

Start Regular College Tours in Elementary School. The District should strategically
expose all students to college by providing class field trips to visit college campuses. By
introducing students to college starting in elementary school, the District can make the
dream of going to college more real and tangible. Wherever possible, invite parents to
attend these field trips, as well.

2014-2015
(develop
college tour
curriculum)
2015-2016
(roll out)

Moderate
(staffing,
travel)

Refer to Each Class as the Graduating Class of 20XX. By calling each class by the year
of their expected 4-year college graduation, the District will effectively communicate to
students that (1) their educational path does not stop at high school and (2) the District
believes that they can and will graduate from a 4-year college.

2014-2015

None

Implementation Strategy
4.6:

Streamline Basic Information Dissemination Processes. Some percentage of the current
counseling workload does not require a 1-on-1 format because it is not individualized.
Basic and general information regarding topics like A-G requirements, standardized
testing, and the college application process should be automated and/or streamlined to free
up counselor time. This could occur through assemblies, printed checklists and tips, and
online resources. Additionally, where appropriate, counselors should provide non-sensitive
counseling support in groups. Counselors should seek to limit the amount of time they are
providing repetitive advice.

OBJECTIVE 5: INFUSE THE SCHOOLS WITH A COLLEGE-GOING CULTURE
5.1:

5.2:
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Post College Pennants Representing Alumni Alma Maters. To celebrate success, the
District should encourage schools to post college pennants for each college in which one of
their graduates enrolls. By putting up the pennant, the District will be asking students to
leave their mark on the school in a positive way. Over time, pennants will cover the walls
of the District’s high schools, each with a story of a student success for administrators,
teachers, parents, and students to point to as an example for themselves, their students, and
their children.

2014-2015

None

Post College Acceptance Letters. Similar to 5.3, the District should encourage high
schools to prominently post copies of college acceptance letters received by high school
seniors. As the spring comes, the main halls of each high school will be covered with
acceptance letters, communicating the strong norm of the school’s college-going culture.

2014-2015

None

Build College-Going Vocabulary For All Students Beginning In Kindergarten.
Teachers should be encouraged and supported to use college-going vocabulary (e.g.,
university, acceptance, major, minor, etc.) throughout K-12 to build comfort with and
demystify the idea of higher education. This vocabulary can be used informally during
classroom discussions or more formally in the curriculum (e.g., spelling vocabulary).

2014-2015

None

Encourage Teachers to Celebrate Their Alma Maters. Teachers should be encouraged
to represent their alma maters by decorating their classrooms and wearing college apparel.
By tying college to the students’ understanding of their teacher’s identity and
demonstrating the fun and excitement of college, teachers can support the creation and
development of the school’s college-going culture.

2014-2015

None

Implementation Strategy
5.3:

5.4:

5.5:

5.6:
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 6: EMPHASIZE PRE-K THROUGH 3RD GRADE TO RAPIDLY BRING STUDENT PERFORMANCE TO
GRADE LEVEL
6.1:

6.2:

6.3:

Phase in Extended-Day Kindergarten. The District should develop a realistic plan to
phase in extended-day Kindergarten to all District students, starting with the elementary
schools in the school families with the lowest performing high schools. By essentially
doubling the amount of time students spend in Kindergarten, WCCUSD will be able to
provide significant academic support at the outset and set the students on the course toward
success and achievement.

2015-2016

Substantial

Provide Preschool for All. While the District has invested significant resources in its
transitional kindergarten program, WCCUSD would benefit significantly by building out a
comprehensive preschool program. This would enable the District to reach its student
population earlier and work with them to develop the skills, including an expanded
vocabulary, necessary for success in K-12. Although this is not a financially realistic
option at the moment, the District should revisit the possibility of preschool for all toward
the tail-end of this strategic plan.

2017-2018

Substantial

Partner With Local Preschools and Head Start sites to Align Preschool Curricula with
District Standards. The District should partner with local preschools and Head Start sites
to establish a set of guidelines for preschool curricula. While the District can’t enforce
curricular standards, the District and Head Start sites and preschools should open lines of
communication so that the District can clearly articulate which skills it hopes students
possess when entering Kindergarten and Head Start sites and preschools can receive
curriculum development support.

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #1: CREATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Stress to Parents the Importance of Early Exposure to Reading and Vocabulary. The
District should work to communicate with all parents to reach students earlier, emphasizing
the importance of early exposure to reading and vocabulary. The District can reach parents
through its current operational communication channels, but it should also actively seek to
partner with community organizations and the faith community already working with these
parents.

2014-2015

Minimal

Establish a Relationship With Local Libraries to Get Students Visiting and Reading
Early On. The District should reach out to the Contra Costa County Library system to
develop a strategic partnership that supports student literacy.

2014-2015

None

Implementation Strategy
6.4:

6.5:

OBJECTIVE 7: IMPLEMENT COMMON CORE AT ALL GRADE LEVELS
7.1:

Continue Implementation of Common Core at all grade levels.

Ongoing

Moderate
(staffing)

7.2:

Educate Parents and Community About Implementation. The District has already and
should continue to create opportunities to educate parents and the wider community about
the adoption and implementation of the Common Core standards. Possible means for
sharing information about Common Core include community-wide town halls, smaller
school meetings, letters and other materials sent home through students, email and phone
messaging, and regular website updates.

Ongoing
through
entire
transition
process

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION
Teachers in the classroom are the front line of quality education. Over the past years, teachers have consistently been given additional
responsibilities with inadequate resources. As the District’s funding increases, resources should be directed to professional development
opportunities and classroom support. Creating District infrastructure that truly values teachers’ voices and provides teachers more
responsibility and flexibility will lead to better results.

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 8: DECENTRALIZE DISTRICT BY EMPOWERING SCHOOL-SITE ADMINISTRATORS, TEACHERS,
AND STAFF
8.1:

8.2:

8.3:

Empower School-Sites to Establish Their Own Budgets. After sufficient professional
development, the District should provide principals with a set of expectations and a total
annual budget. Principals should then be given the autonomy to establish their own
budgets within those parameters and asked to collaborate with school-site staff and parents
to set budget priorities. The District should provide support to principals both in the
budgeting and community collaboration processes.

Begin in
2014-2015;
complete by
2017-2018

Minimal
(staffing)

Empower School-Sites to Manage Their Own Teacher Selection and Training
Processes. To the extent possible, the District should decentralize most human capital
decisions, giving school sites control of creating and establishing their own unique culture.
The District should establish a protocol to support school sites that need help finding and
attracting talent and ensure that schools with the greatest need are given the opportunity to
attract quality teachers.

Begin in
2015-2016;
complete by
2017-2018

Minimal
(staffing)

Minimize red tape. Principals throughout the District are mired in paperwork in response
to District policies and special requests. The District must revisit its data collection,
reporting, and compliance practices to minimize red tape and free principals to run their
schools. In reevaluating what paperwork is necessary and what is not, the District should
align its requests with WCCUSD’s mission, vision, and values.

2014-2015

None;
Potential longterm savings
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Implementation Strategy
8.4:

8.5:

Facilitate Teacher, Parent, and Principal Collaborative Decision-Making. The District
should facilitate collaboration between principals, teachers, and parents to strengthen
school performance, increase community buy-in, and create a collaborative, cooperative
school environment. This structure may take on a variety of forms, including school town
halls, school site councils, and special committees.
Develop Standardized Measurements for Principal and School Performance
Assessment. The District, in conjunction with principals, teachers, parents, and community
stakeholders, should collaboratively develop standardized measurements for school
performance. The CORE accountability system and its school quality index and multiple
measures could be used as a model. These measures should be used for principals to assess
school progress, the District to gauge principal and school effectiveness (both individually
and across the District), and for the District to communicate school performance.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 9: PROVIDE WORLD-CLASS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TO CREATE A CULTURE OF
CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT
9.1:

9.2:

Develop Comprehensive Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). The District
should create a unified, cohesive PLC structure to provide access to PLCs to all teachers,
administrators, and classified employees on all critical District concerns.
Make Professional Development Site -Specific and Teacher Led. The District should
provide guidelines regarding professional development goals to all schools. Within the
guidelines, the District should allow school sites and teachers to drive the content of their
professional development so that it better meets the goals of the specific school-site and the
needs of the teaching staff. The District should support principals by helping them survey
their teachers about school-wide professional development needs. This upfront analysis
will help principals strategically slate professional development throughout the year.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal to
moderate
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

Create Time for Collaboration. While most principals, teachers, and classified staff are
eager to participate in PLCs, the current school day structure does not make such
collaboration easy to facilitate. WCCUSD should support PLC development by adapting its
school schedule, hiring additional support to ensure classroom coverage, and creating
meeting space to enable meaningful collaboration.

2014-215

Moderate
(staffing)

Develop Standardized Evaluation. To track the efficacy of school-site driven
professional development, the District should develop a basic evaluation form that teachers
will be asked to submit after completing a professional development session. By
centralizing this function, the District will be able to monitor the professional development
work in the District and provide strategic support to schools in need of improved
professional training.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

Share Best Practices. The District should devote staff time to monitor PLCs to learn about
effective collaboratives and creative initiatives. As best practices emerge, the District
should share the practices throughout the District. The District may want to consider
developing its website to include a resource bank and comment board for District staff to
share and discuss best practices.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

Expand the Teacher Coach Program. The District should seek to replicate the success of
its Math Coach program by developing parallel efforts in other subject areas. The District
should look to find dynamic teachers of teachers to develop the coaching programs and
share best practices.

2014-2015

Moderate to
substantial
(staffing)

Implementation Strategy
9.3:

9.4:

9.5:

9.6:
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Implementation Strategy
9.7:

9.8:

Facilitate Teacher Mentoring Program. To support teacher professional development
and protect against burn out, WCCUSD should look to formalize a teacher mentoring
program. Younger, less experienced teachers should be asked to identify more experienced
teachers that they want to learn from and the District should facilitate the matching
process. In order for the program to succeed, the District should make accommodations for
both the mentor and mentee to spend time with one another during the school day.
Establish Principal Coaching and Mentoring Programs. As with teachers, principals
are eager to receive meaningful professional development and would benefit from
coaching and mentoring programs. The District should look to a well-respected principal
and someone who would be a good teacher of principals to develop these efforts.

Timeline

2014-2015
(pilot)

Budget
Implication

Minimal
(staffing)

2015-2016
(pilot)

Minimal
(staffing)

To begin
immediately

Moderate

OBJECTIVE 10: PRIORITIZE GOOD HUMAN CAPITAL PRACTICES
10.1: Recruit and Retain Dynamic Principals and Teachers. It is no secret that the District
has struggled with recruiting and retaining principals and teachers; turnover has been
extremely high. The District should prioritize school leadership and world-class teaching
by emphasizing recruiting, training, and retaining strong, effective, and dynamic principals
and teachers. In addition to the strong principals already in place, the District should look
within its own ranks to identify and groom talent, as well as look outside of the District to
aggressively recruit leaders to work in the District. The District should put a premium on
retaining talent, going out of its way to create positive and supportive work environments.
In addition, the District may want to consider creating a bonus structure to incentivize
principals and teachers to stay at least five years.
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

10.2: Develop a Principal and Administrator Leadership Academy. Empowering principals
means that the District needs high quality, committed, and professional principals and
administrators. To sustain the long-term supply of qualified individuals, the District must
invest in its human capital and leadership pipeline. By developing a principal academy,
WCCUSD can develop strong principal professional development and training programs
that will adequately prepare the District’s principals for success.

2016-2017

Substantial

Ongoing

None

To begin
immediately

Moderate
(program
investment)

10.3: Regularly Acknowledge High Quality Instruction. The District should strategically
identify principals and teachers it wants to retain and acknowledge their good work. This
can occur publicly (e.g., award ceremonies, School Board meetings, etc.) and privately
(e.g., informally over coffee, call from the Superintendent, etc.).
10.4: Leverage External Teacher and Administrator Training Programs. The District should
embrace programs such as Teach for America and New Leaders that are bringing young,
energetic, talented educators to WCCUSD. The District should work to integrate these
program participants into their school sites, connecting them with mentors, and
empowering them to take initiative. The District should be vocal about its desire to retain
alumni and its view of these programs as a long-term talent pipeline. The District should
not view these programs as a source to replace current principals and teachers, but a way to
supplement existing staff and fill specific needs.

OBJECTIVE 11: SUPPORT STUDENT DATA AND INFORMATION SHARING ACROSS GRADE LEVELS
11.1: Leverage the California Healthy Kids Survey and Adopt CORE Accountability
System. The District should use the data from the California Healthy Kids Survey and
CORE Accountability System to provide each teacher with a dossier on each incoming
student’s academic, social, and emotional skills. By plying teachers with this information,
they will be better prepared to meet their students’ needs.

2015-2016

Moderate
(technology)
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

11.2: Make Teacher Access to Student Data Easy. The District should ensure that the method
by which it maintains student data and information is easily accessible and useable by
teachers. This must be balanced with the obvious privacy interests of the students, most
likely through a technological solution.

2016-2017

Moderate
(technology)

2014-2015

Substantial

2015-2016

Minimal

2016-2017

Substantial
(staffing,
technology)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2016-2017

Substantial

OBJECTIVE 12: CUSTOMIZE EDUCATION TO MEET ALL STUDENTS’ NEEDS
12.1: Create an English Language Learners Best Practices Learning Community. The
District should partner with other school districts and ELL experts for technical assistance.
12.2: Support Existing Dual Immersion Programs and Expand Dual Immersion Program
Geographically. There is substantial demand throughout the District for dual immersion
education programs. The District should consider expanding the program to parts of the
District without access to these programs.
12.3: Increase Graduation Rate for Students With Disabilities. The District should develop
state-of-the-art, inclusive programs to serve its moderate to severe students. The District
should also implement the Instruction Support Program (ISP) Model across K -12 to better
meet the needs of its special education students.
12.4: Strengthen Special-Ed Teaching Staff. The District should partner with higher
institutions to recruit, retain and train highly qualified special education teachers.
Additionally, the District should provide professional development on Universal Design
for Learning to increase teacher capacity in developing student goals and objectives
aligned with the common core standards.
12.5: Challenge Each School to Develop a Program for High Achieving and Gifted
Students. Meeting the needs of all students also requires programs that challenge high
achieving and GATE students and helps to retain those students and their families in the
District. The District should support every school in developing programs that best fit their
academic environment and share best practices throughout the District.
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STRATEGY #2: SUPPORT QUALITY INSTRUCTION (continued)

Implementation Strategy
12.6: Provide Culturally Responsive Instruction Professional Development. While some
teachers are comfortable and adept at culturally responsive instruction, many identified this
as an area where they need professional development. As such, the District should work to
integrate this training into its professional development schedule and PLC structure. To
emphasize the District’s commitment to the implementation of culturally responsive
instruction, teacher reviews and observations should include some analysis of the teacher’s
progress toward integrating quality culturally responsive instruction methods.
12.7: Improve Response to Intervention. The District should work with general education
teachers to increase their comfort with teaching Tier 1 interventions and perfect all
schools’ implementation of Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions.
12.8: Develop Learning Centers at All Elementary Schools. The District should support all
elementary schools in developing a functional Learning Center with appropriately
credentialed teachers to provide RTI Tier 2 and Tier 3 supports.
12.9: Encourage Students To Take Classes Beyond Their Academy. The District should adapt
the academy structure to enable students to branch out and take classes in other disciplines
and engage with students with other interests. The District might want to consider
developing a majors/minors structure akin to post-secondary education. This would give
students additional flexibility and potentially support Objective 5.
12.10: Expand Innovative STEM Opportunities District-Wide. There is substantial demand
throughout the District for access to some of the innovative STEM programming offered at
some schools. The District should consider working with current external funders to
expand the program to parts of the District without access to these programs.
12.11: Provide Students With Critical Technology Skills. The District should identify the key
technology skills every student should possess to be successful in the 21st century and
integrate those skills into the curriculum.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015,
2015-2016

Minimal

2015-2016

Moderate

2015-2016

Moderate
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing,
facilities)

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP
Success for all students in the West Contra Costa Unified School District should be the collective responsibility of the entire
community. Education, particularly given the needs of WCCUSD students, is a 24/7 proposition and requires resources beyond the
capacity of any single entity. The District should open itself to meaningful engagement from, and collaboration with, parents,
nonprofits, local businesses, foundations, and other community members.

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 13: CENTRALIZE THE MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS, FUNDERS,
AND THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY
13.1: Create a Cabinet-Level Office of Community Engagement. The District should create a
cabinet-level Office of Community Engagement that will serve as the central entry point
for all community organizations, governmental agencies, funders, and businesses that want
to engage with the District. The Office of Community Engagement will be responsible for
all communication, management, accountability, and sustainability issues applicable to the
District’s work with community partners. By centralizing this function, the District will be
able to better and more clearly communicate with, develop relationships with, and leverage
its community partners. Fundamentally, the Office of Community Engagement will make
it substantially easier for community partners to work with the District.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

13.2: Define the Relationship Between Out-of-School Time (OST) Providers and the
District. The District should have the Office of Community Engagement create clear
goals, roles, and responsibilities for OST providers and the District. By explicitly
articulating expectations, the District will be able to better manage OST programs and OST
providers will be able to more effectively tailor their programs to meet District
expectations.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

13.3: Develop a Menu of Community Offerings. The District should develop a full menu of
the various programs and services offered by community partners to schools and students
for school sites to select from. By centrally compiling and publishing this information, the
District will free schools from vetting each individual program, create equity in program
offerings across the District, and ease the administrative burden on the District’s
community partners that results from offering these programs school by school.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

13.4: Adopt A District-Wide Policy About Being A Good Partner. As the District expands
and deepens its work with community partners, including businesses, foundations,
nonprofits, and others, the District should be vigilant about being a good partner. The
District should adopt language that signals humbleness and openness to the ideas offered
by its partners. The District should strive to be viewed as a valued community asset that
every community-based organization, business, and foundation is excited about and proud
to work with.

2014-2015

None

13.5: Provide Professional Development On Collaboration. The District should provide
administrators working with external partners professional training on how to collaborate
and be a good partner.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015
(planning)
2015-2016
(roll out)

Moderate to
substantial
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 14: INCREASE PARENT ENGAGEMENT AND PRESENCE AT SCHOOL
14.1: Establish an Office of Parent/Guardian Engagement. The District should reorganize
itself to create one central location for parents and guardians to engage with the District. In
addition to making the District more accessible to parents and guardians, this Office will be
responsible for proactively engaging parents, too. The new office will allow for the
District to rapidly respond to parent concerns and questions.
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Implementation Strategy
14.2: Lower the Barriers to Parents Volunteering at School. The District should work with
parents to explore how it might make parent volunteering opportunities more accessible
while still complying with the law. The current requirements, especially mandating that all
volunteers be fingerprinted, serve as a deterrent to some parents interested in volunteering.
One possible option is for the District to provide LiveScan fingerprint services at school
sites.
14.3: Develop and Deploy District-Wide Communications Plan for Parents. The District
must develop a robust communications plan to reach parents and guardians. The District
must think strategically about its messaging to and methods for reaching parents and
guardians. The District should encourage its teachers to develop strong relationships with
their students’ parents and guardians, starting by supporting teachers developing their own,
customized plan for communicating with parents and guardians, maintaining open lines of
communications, and tracking parental interaction.
14.4: Provide Professional Development To Build Teachers’ Family Engagement Skills.
The District should provide teachers and administrators professional development designed
to train them how to better engage parents and families. This should likely occur through
the District’s PLC structure.
14.5: Develop Robust Home Visit Program. To increase the likelihood of successful home
visits, the District should partner with experts in home visit programs, such as the
California Home Visit Program, to provide professional development to teachers and
administrators that will be responsible for carrying out the home visits.
14.6: Implement Parent Contracts. The District should consider piloting parent/guardian
contracts that focus on student attendance, performance, attitude, as well as overall parent
engagement. By beginning each year with each teacher clearly articulating their
expectations of parents, parental engagement and communication should improve.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate to
substantial
(staffing)

2015-2016

None
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

14.7: Provide Targeted ESL Classes For Parents. Given the substantial ELL population in the
District, teachers will have substantially more support in the home if the District helps
parents of ELL students learn English language skills. By building their own language
base, parents of ELL students will be able to work with their students at home and increase
their chances of success in the classroom.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

14.8: Train Parents to Support Their Children’s Education. The District should expand its
efforts to train parent how to best support their children. Between programs like PIQE and
the home visit program (Objective 14.5), the District will be able to better create a network
of supporters, both in the school and in the home, committed to the same objective: student
success.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 15: STRENGTHEN SCHOOL/COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS AND MAKE SCHOOL SITES THE
EPICENTER OF THE COMMUNITY
15.1: For Each School, Identify a Staff Member, Parent Volunteer, or Team of People To
Be Responsible for Community Engagement and School Culture. The District should
replicate Peres’ school culture model by specifically charging an individual or team of
people to be responsible for welcoming students, parents, and community members into the
school and all other aspects of opening the school to the community.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

15.2: Use The School Facilities For Community Programming In The Evenings and
Weekends. One of the District’s core strengths, its renovated facilities, should be an asset
for the entire community. By making the space available for other community
programming, especially programs targeting parents and families, the school will further
become a familiar and welcoming location. As the District moves towards Full Service
Community Schools, this type of engagement should occur naturally.

2014-2015

Minimal
(facilities)
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Timeline

Budget
Implication

16.1: Map and Engage the Business Community. Although there are some very strong
partnerships between the District and West County businesses, the District needs to invest
the time and energy expanding its network and cultivating relationships with the local
business community. As a first step, the District should partner with local business
collaboratives and organizations to map the West County business community and identify
potential Linked Learning partners. Second, the District, through the Office of Community
Engagement, should develop a campaign to invite local businesses to engage with the
District’s work. The campaign could include small group meetings, lunches with business
organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce and the Council of Industries, meetings at
local companies, direct mail, or a variety of other outreach methods.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

16.2: Build WCCUSD Business Council. The District should form the WCCUSD Business
Council, a committee of local business and civic leaders committed to the District’s
success. This Council should meet quarterly and be used as (1) a forum to update the
business community on key District initiatives and goings on, (2) a forum for the business
community to bring community issues and concerns to the attention of the District, (3) an
opportunity to brainstorm solutions to District problems (especially those related to the
community-at-large), and (4) serve as a conduit between the District and the business
community, helping the District build its network of business leaders.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 16: EXPAND OUTREACH TO BUSINESS COMMUNITY
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

16.3: Formalize Linked Learning Partner Expectations. Currently, serving as a Linked
Learning partner is somewhat ambiguous; partners do not know what the District expects
and the District does not have clarity as to how partners are committed to supporting its
Linked Learning efforts. To overcome this ambiguity, the District should commit to
formalize its expectations of Linked Learning partners so that the cooperative endeavor is
maximally valuable. In doing this, the District should rely on its current and potential
Linked Learning partners to develop the expectations collaboratively.

2014-2015

None

16.4: Invite Business Leaders Into School. The District should be intentional about inviting
business leaders, especially those from companies serving as Linked Learning partners,
into schools to engage with students. These interactions can occur through formal
presentations about the work of a particular business leader or informally through in-class
discussions or mentorship. By exposing students to the business leaders and new
perspectives, WCCUSD will pique students’ intellectual curiosity and increase their
excitement about future career opportunities.

2014-2015

None

16.5: Streamline Opportunities for Businesses and Employees To Engage with the District.
The District, through the Office of Community Engagement, should develop a menu of
options and guidelines for how businesses can plug into the District’s work.

2014-2015

Minimal

OBJECTIVE 17: EXPAND AND DEEPEN RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE WEST COUNTY PHILANTHROPIC
COMMUNITY
17.1: Map the Philanthropic Community. The District should partner with the Richmond
Funders Collaborative to better understand the bounds of the West County philanthropic
community.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #3: EMBRACE COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

17.2: Network With the Philanthropic Community. The District should work to strengthen its
relationships with its friends and colleagues in the West County philanthropic community.
It is important that the District have a positive and open dialogue with the major
foundations and philanthropists in the region so that the District is able to partner with the
philanthropic community when opportunities arise. The District should also work to meet
West County foundations and philanthropists that it does not currently know.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

17.3: Work With Philanthropic Community to Align Funding to WCCUSD’s Strategic
Plan. The District should work closely with current and interested foundations and
philanthropists to align their educational funding with the needs of the WCCUSD’s
strategic plan.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #4: INVEST IN THE WHOLE CHILD
Educators around the state and nation have come to the same conclusion that parents have always known – that working with and
investing in the whole child is necessary for student success. Parents and community members expressed this sentiment repeatedly
throughout the stakeholder engagement phase of the strategic planning process (see page 3). The District has seen the benefits of a
whole child approach to education through its school-based health centers and Full Service Community School Initiative. Now is the
time for the District to scale this approach and invest in the social, emotional, and physical health of every student in WCCUSD.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

18.1: Expand On-Site Health Clinics. The District should continue to build out its on-site health
offerings to meet student health needs.

2015-2016

Substantial

18.2: Expand Social and Emotional Counseling. The District should continue to expand its
psychological counseling services to meet the demands of the WCCUSD student body.

2014-2015

Substantial

18.3: Further Invest In Teacher Professional Development To Provide Social And
Emotional Learning Support. The District should create additional opportunities for
teacher professional development targeting social and emotional learning. The District
should look to work with and learn from Sacramento City Unified School District, a school
district that is developing and implementing many best practices regarding classroom
social and emotional learning, including teacher professional development.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

18.4: Expand Efforts to Provide Healthy Food to Students. The District should review its
food program and identify opportunities to provide healthier options to students. The
District should consider expanding its school gardens program, healthy cooking classes,
and other nutrition education programs, where possible. In doing this, the District should
look to Berkeley Unified School District’s food program as a thought partner and source of
best practices.

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 18: SUPPORT PHYSICAL, SOCIAL, AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH
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STRATEGY #4: INVEST IN THE WHOLE CHILD (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 19: SUPPORT FULL-SERVICE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS (FSCS) THROUGHOUT THE DISTRICT
19.1: Empower a Director to Oversee FSCS Program. Expansion of the FSCS program is a
major undertaking requiring a central staff member to be responsible for coordinating the
Minimal
various moving parts. To enable the Director to succeed, the District should grant the
2014-2015
(staffing)
Director substantial decision-making authority. The Director should be housed in the
Office of Community Engagement.
19.2: Establish Vertical Collaboratives For Each School Family. The District should use the
San Pablo Engine Team as a model and create FSCS collaboratives for every school
Minimal
family. All key actors and stakeholders involved in the school family’s geography should
2014-2015
(staffing)
be invited to participate to assist with coordination, collaboration, and clear
communication.
19.3: Establish A Horizontal Collaborative Across the FSCS Teams. The District’s FSCS
Program Director should facilitate this collaborative, comprised of 1-3 leaders from each
Minimal
2014-2015
school family’s FSCS effort. The collaborative can be used to share best practices and
(staffing)
provide relevant professional development across the FSCS teams.
19.4: Aggressively Seek External Funding for Support. The District should aggressively
solicit support from the federal, state, county, and city governments, corporate foundations,
Minimal
Ongoing
and private philanthropists to help fund the development and expansion of the District’s
(staffing)
FSCS initiative.
OBJECTIVE 20: PROVIDE EVERY STUDENT WITH ACCESS TO ART AND MUSIC EDUCATION
20.1: Assess Current State of Arts and Music Education Programs. The District should
analyze the arts and music education programs currently functioning in the District to
determine the breadth of depth of the offerings. The District should determine the current
baseline percentage of students served and determine what it needs to fill the gap.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #4: INVEST IN THE WHOLE CHILD (continued)

Implementation Strategy
20.2: Conduct a Landscape Analysis of Community-Based Organization Arts and Music
Education Providers. The District should identify the CBO arts and music education
providers currently (and those interested in) working within the District.
20.3: Raise External Funding To Fill Budget Gaps. The District should seek to fill arts and
music education budget gaps by identifying and partnering with foundations and other
funders interested in arts and music education.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 21: BUILD OUT A SUITE OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PROGRAMS TO SERVE THE WHOLE CHILD
21.1: Conduct School-By-School Audit Of Services Offered. The District, through the Office
of Community Engagement, should work closely with the Ed Fund and other community
Moderate
2014-2015
partners to comprehensively map all of the services and programs offered at every school.
(staffing)
Through this process, the District should identify what services and programs are missing.
21.2 Identify and Recruit Program Providers to Fill the Gaps. The District should
collaborate with the Ed Fund, Richmond Funders Collaborative, faith based organizations,
Moderate
and others to identify and recruit CBOs and other service providers to fill the gaps. The
2014-2015
(staffing,
District should pay particular attention to finding additional high quality school-based
program costs)
academic and instructional support programs to improve learning in all schools.
OBJECTIVE 22: CREATE A WELCOMING, EXCITING, AND VIBRANT SCHOOL CLIMATE CONDUCIVE TO
STUDENT SUCCESS
22.1: Foster a Customer Service Mindset. The District should review its practices and
procedures to make the District and schools more welcoming to students, parents, teachers,
and community members. Among other things, the District should revisit school signage
to make sure that the messaging is positive, provide office staff with basic customer service
training, and adopt a policy about timely responsiveness to student, parent, teacher, and
community member inquiries and contacts.

2014-2015

Minimal
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STRATEGY #4: INVEST IN THE WHOLE CHILD (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

22.2: Invite Parents On Campus At The Start and End of School. The District should make
its school campuses welcoming to parents by inviting them to come to school at the start
and end of each school day. This will have two positive results: (1) by building a critical
mass of parents on campus, schools will be sending the message that they want parents to
be involved, and (2) it will further open the lines of communication between teachers and
parents.

2014-2015

None

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 23: KEEP ALL SCHOOL FACILITIES SAFE AND CLEAN
23.1: Create an Anti-Bullying Plan. The District should facilitate students at each elementary,
middle and high school in developing an anti-bullying plan that will be embedded into each
master school site plan.
23.2: Further Implement the Restorative Justice Program. The District should continue
implementing its restorative justice program throughout WCCUSD.
23.3: Strengthen Relationships Between SROs and City Police. The District should
collaborate with city police departments to provide training programs for SROs and city
police to strengthen communication and working relationships.
23.4: Increase Overall Emergency Preparedness. The District should hold more emergency
and crisis preparedness drills for teachers and staff. The District might want to consider
offering staff an emergency preparedness certification program.
23.5: Improve Campus Cleanliness and Maintenance. The District should hire additional
janitorial and maintenance staff to improve overall cleanliness and upkeep of campuses
23.6: Increase Community Awareness. The District should create a system to regularly
educate and update school staff about potential safety concerns, community happenings,
and gang activity so all staff members understand the broader context for their students, the
school, and the community.
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY
To achieve the goals articulated in this Strategic Plan, the District must have the trust of all stakeholders. Earning and stewarding this
trust will require rigorous data collection and analysis and open and honest communication. Throughout the implementation of this
Strategic Plan, it is important that the District structure its data and communications work in a way that will support its core mission.
Data and transparency should not be a burden at the District, school, or classroom level; rather, it should be a tool to help everyone do
their work better.

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 24: COLLABORATIVELY SET DISTRICT-WIDE TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS TO DETERMINE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
24.1: Create 360° Teacher and Administrator Reviews. The District should establish a 360°
review protocol for teacher and administrators. As part of the protocol, teachers and
administrators should collaboratively determine which stakeholders (mix of students,
parents, direct reports, supervisors, and peers) will be asked to review which personnel.
24.2: Share Anonymized Results. The District should publish anonymized review results for
each school and across WCCUSD.

2015-2016

Moderate
(staffing)

2016-2017

Minimal
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 25: CREATE OPEN AND TRANSPARENT DIALOGUE WITH STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PARENTS,
AND THE COMMUNITY
25.1: Implement Ongoing, Consistent Stakeholder Engagement. The District should conduct
regular stakeholder focus groups to delve more deeply into issues of concern to specific
schools and stakeholder groups. While all stakeholder groups should be reached through
the focus groups, the District should go out of its way to understand the perspectives and
concerns of its teachers. The District should also facilitate town halls three times per year
for school-site and District administration to listen to the concerns of students, parents,
teachers, classified staff, and external stakeholders. The District should seek to make these
events as inclusive and participatory as possible. The District should also seek to increase
community engagement through its social media channels.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

Implementation Strategy
25.2: Create Formal Process To Listen to Students. The District should create a formal student
focus group and town hall program to enable the District to get unfiltered and honest
student feedback about their educational experience. The District should schedule regular
quarterly student focus groups or town halls and host the meetings at different schools
throughout the year. Teachers, school-site administrators, central office administrators, and
external partners should be asked to participate and listen to the students and the District
should summarize the meeting content and circulate to the School Board.
25.3: Survey Stakeholders. In addition to in-person and social media engagement, the District
should strategically use online and offline surveys to gauge stakeholder opinion regarding
key District concerns.
25.4: Publicly Respond to Important Parent Concerns. Where appropriate, the District should
publicly respond to important parent issues that continue to arise. While the District
should attempt to respond to all reasonable parent concerns, it should be judicious about
publicly responding to concern trends. The goal is for the District to gain public confidence
that it is listening and responding in a reasonable, thoughtful, and appropriate manner.
Public responses may occur through the District’s website, email, robocalls, press releases,
social media, and other methods for mass communication.
25.5: Report on Progress. The District should use the Strategic Plan Accountability Report to
publicly share data on a regular basis. Data and honest analysis should be boiled down to
key messages that can be shared through traditional and social media channels.
25.6: Provide Updates From the Superintendent. The Superintendent should consider giving
an annual State of the School District speech that lays out a clear vision of where the
District is heading. As part of this event, the Superintendent should host a public Q&A
session.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing,
event)
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

OBJECTIVE 26: IMPROVE INTERNAL DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
26.1: Conduct Data Needs Assessment And Simplify Collection Practices. The District
currently collects an enormous amount of data, due in part to compliance policies and in
part to established practices and procedures. The District should conduct an assessment of
2014-2015
what data it actually needs to collect and what data it wants to collect. Once completed,
the District should develop streamlined data collection policies that reflect the need to
collect data on the District’s critical metrics.
26.2: Establish Simple Data Collection Protocol. Once the District streamlines and identifies
the data it plans to collect, the District should establish a simple data collection protocol.
The goal of the protocol should be to reduce the amount of time teachers and
2014-2015
administrators spend gathering data and compiling reports for the District. The protocol
should also create a simple process for the District to acquire and process the collected data
from all of the school sites.
26.3: Empower a Chief Data Officer. The District should establish a Chief Data Officer for
2014-2015
managing the District’s data collection, processing, analysis, and reporting efforts.
26.4: Develop a Regular Data Reporting Process. The District should establish a regular
reporting process and calendar for sharing data with key stakeholders, including the
WCCUSD Cabinet, School Board, school-site administrators, Strategic Plan
2014-2015
Accountability Committee (a new entity comprised of community leaders to monitor
strategic plan progress; see Objective 30), and the general public.
26.5: Leverage Data Analysis Expertise. Look to build a strategic partnership with an
educational institution, such as UC Berkeley, to manage, scrub, and crunch WCCUSD’s
data in exchange for the right to use the data for education research. The District should
2015-2016
study and consider replicating the Redwood City 2020 model, a good example of a
partnership between a public school district and a higher education research institution.

Budget
Implication

Moderate
(staffing)

Minimal
(staffing)

Moderate
(staffing)
Minimal
(staffing)

Minimal
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 27: SUPPORT STRATEGIC PARTNERS (CBOS, FUNDERS) BY PROVIDING DATA NECESSARY TO
IMPROVE PROGRAM OUTCOMES
27.1: Establish Clear Expectations Regarding Data. The District, through the Office of
Community Engagement (see Objective 13), should collaborate with community
organization collaboratives, including the Ed Fund and the Richmond Funders
Collaborative, to create clear guidelines as to what data the District expects its partners
(especially community-based organization service providers) to collect and what data the
District will collect. The guidelines should prescribe how the District will share data with
its partners and the intervals at which the District will share the data. The District and its
community partners should revisit the guidelines on a regular basis to make sure that they
are working properly and do not need revision.
27.2: Share Agreed-Upon Data With Community Partners. To the extent possible, the
District , through the Office of Community Engagement, should share collected data
identified in the agreed upon guidelines (see Objective 27.1). The District should avoid
fulfilling one-off data requests from external partners to maintain the primacy of the
guidelines and eliminate any claims of bias or favoritism.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 28: TRANSPARENTLY IDENTIFY DISTRICT STAFF’S ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
28.1: Simplify the District’s Organizational Chart and Update Job Descriptions. The
District’s current organizational structure is complicated and inaccessible. Internal and
external stakeholders complain of being overwhelmed by the bureaucracy and paralyzed by
the inability to find the “right person.” The District should consider simplifying the current 2014-2015
organizational structure. Even if the District opts to maintain its current structure, it should
update job descriptions for all departments and positions so that there is internal clarity
about who is responsible for each District function, program, and service.

Moderate
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

28.2: Make the District’s Organizational Chart and Job Descriptions Public. The District
should publish the WCCUSD organizational chart and a description of each department on
its website to enable students, parents, teachers, administrators, and the public to more
easily navigate the District’s bureaucracy.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

29.1: Redesign the WCCUSD Website. The District should consider redesigning the
WCCUSD website to make it more user friendly. It should also consider adding social
functionality (e.g., social media sharing enabled, community posting, etc.).

2015-2016

Moderate
(staffing,
technology)

29.2: Build Social Media Presence. The District should invest the time and energy into
developing a more robust social media presence. By strategically building its social media
communities, the District will be able to better listen to a more diverse community of
voices and more rapidly respond to community concerns.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

29.3: Improve Media Outreach. The District should consider working with a communications
firm to strengthen its media outreach capabilities. The District would benefit by having
more effective communications and public relations.

2016-2017

Moderate
(staffing)

OBJECTIVE 29: STRENGTHEN EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
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STRATEGY #5: PRIORITIZE ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 30: CREATE AND IMPLEMENT A STRATEGIC PLAN ACCOUNTABILITY PROCESS
30.1: Create a Strategic Plan Accountability Committee. The District should create an
ongoing Strategic Plan Accountability Committee comprised of community-wide
stakeholders that will report to the School Board. The Committee will be charged with
monitoring the District’s progress against the strategic plan and helping the District address
strategic hurdles that emerge during the implementation phase.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

30.2: Review Progress Every Month. The School Board should reserve time during one Board
meeting per month to hear a report on one of the Strategic Plan’s six key strategies and
discuss next steps. The School Board should ask the Superintendent and the Strategic Plan
Accountability Committee to provide an update and be available to answer any questions.
Through this process, the School Board will revisit each priority once every six months.

2014-2015

None
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STRATEGY #6: INNOVATE
As the District moves to add flexibility at the site level, it will also need to recognize both the importance of innovation and the potential
for failure. District staff at all levels should commit to trying new ideas and building a culture that celebrates curiosity, thoughtful
experimentation, and constant learning and improvement.

Timeline

Budget
Implication

2014-2015

None

2015-2016

Minimal
(staffing,
event)

31.3: Establish an Experimentation Fund. The District should partner with external funders to
develop an experimentation fund for classroom teachers and school-site administrators to
try novel ideas. Grant recipients should be required to transparently share their outcomes.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing,
grants)

31.4: Partner With Charter Schools. The District should consider partnering with local charter
schools to develop a set of guidelines for District-charter collaboration and shared learning.
Both District schools and charters can learn from one another and should develop a healthy
working relationship.

2014-2015

Variable

Implementation Strategy
OBJECTIVE 31: LOWER BARRIERS TO EXPERIMENTATION
31.1: Balance Compliance Regulations With School-Site Autonomy. The District should
work to increase school-site autonomy while clearly articulating its expectations of
principals. As part of this transition, the District should reevaluate the scope of compliance
it truly requires from each school. The more flexibility and local control the District is able
to provide principals and teachers, the greater the opportunity for innovation,
experimentation, and new breakthroughs.
31.2: Celebrate Experimentation. The District should publicly celebrate principal, teacher, and
student experiment successes and failures in an effort to build a culture of innovation. The
District might want to consider giving a school innovation award for the boldest and most
creative innovations. Additionally, the District might consider holding a “Fail Fair” where
teachers and principals from across the District are invited to a town hall to share stories of
brave risk-taking and experimentation that failed.
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STRATEGY #6: INNOVATE (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

OBJECTIVE 32: STRATEGICALLY INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY INTO THE CLASSROOM, SCHOOL-SITE, AND
DISTRICT
32.1: Make Smart Investments in Technology. The District should conduct an audit of the
technology it is using both for educational and operational purposes and identify what
technology it needs to improve efficiency and educational effectiveness. Based on the
findings, the District should make smart investments in technology. The District should
consider forming an ad hoc committee to evaluate potential District-wide technology
purchases with the goal of avoiding overpaying or selecting substandard products. To the
extent possible, the District should decentralize the technology acquisition process so that
school-site administrators can rapidly respond to their school needs.
32.2: Transition to E-Books and Online Resources. The District should work to phase out
textbooks and other print resources and replace them with e-books and other online
resources. To do this effectively, the District will ultimately likely need to have a
computer, tablet, or other internet-enabled device per student.
32.3: Train Teachers and Administrators to Properly and Effectively Use New Technology.
New technology is only as valuable as it is applied and integrated in the classroom and
District offices; if teachers and administrators do not know how to use the technology, it
will go to waste. The District should invest significant time and energy in developing and
deploying accessible technology training for all staff.
32.4: Provide Ongoing Tech Support. The District should invest in the necessary tech support
to ensure that the District’s technology is working and up-to-date. While the District can
train teachers and administrators how to use the technology (see Objective 32.3),
technology will inevitably fail. If tech problems, even minor ones, go unfixed, the
technology will be useless to the District.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2017-2018

Substantial
start-up
(technology);
Potential longterm savings

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing)
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STRATEGY #6: INNOVATE (continued)

Implementation Strategy

Timeline

Budget
Implication

32.5: Regularly Evaluate All Tech Initiatives. The District should evaluate all tech initiatives
based on their impact on student success. The District should continue to invest in those
initiatives that have a positive correlation and pivot from those that don’t.

2014-2015

Minimal
(staffing)

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing,
travel,
programs)

34.1: Organize Study Missions. The District should establish a study trip program to take a
cohort of stakeholders, including administrators, teachers, and community members to visit
well-run and innovative schools and school districts to meet with and learn from others.

2014-2015

Moderate
(staffing,
travel)

34.2: Share Lessons Learned. Upon returning from the study missions, the cohort of
stakeholders that attended should be asked to share their findings with the School Board,
District Cabinet, and District-identified stakeholders working on the issues at hand.

2014-2015

None

OBJECTIVE 33: EXPOSE STUDENTS TO NEW IDEAS
33.1: Create Experiential Learning Opportunities. In addition to dynamic curricular content
and teaching, the District should consider expanding field trip programs and internship
programs. The District should seek to provide these opportunities during the normal school
day as well as through after school and summer programming.
OBJECTIVE 34: PROACTIVELY LEARN FROM OTHER DISTRICTS
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Communications Plan
As a District that jettisoned its dedicated communications staff in 2009 due to budget cuts,
WCCUSD is in a position to, essentially, rebuild its communications operation from scratch. It is
an opportunity to take a fresh look at how best to communicate key issues to important audiences.
The following plan is built to be achievable and scalable over time and to focus communications
actions on activities that support overall District goals. It sets an agenda for the first year with
some suggested improvements for subsequent years, although the activities recommended for Year
1 provide enough of a robust communications operation that it should be sufficient over time to
address nearly all of the District’s communications needs.
A comprehensive communications plan should do the following:
1. Implement a communications program that directly helps the District achieve its strategic
goals.
2. Foster strong relationships with District stakeholders.
3. Provide focus and direction for messages/methods in support of the District’s goals.
4. Enable the District to present itself accurately to audiences.
Strategic Considerations
The Strategic Plan recommendations are based on the following conditions:










It is critical that WCCUSD devote at least 1.5 FTE to District communications, both
internal and external. It is nearly impossible to effectively communicate without having a
person whose primary focus is driving and implementing communications strategy. The
leader of this effort should be part of the District’s management team to ensure integration
of communications with key District activities and priorities.
The communications plan is a living document that incorporates lessons learned and
feedback from audiences and stakeholders.
The plan places less emphasis on press releases and formal media announcements while
focusing more on meeting the needs of constituents where they normally get their
information. Mail and email are becoming much less effective than texts, social media and
graphically rich communications.
The plan places a premium on efficient means of information delivery with a heavy
emphasis on platforms that reach the most people (often through online media).
Modern communications activities require a two-way capability. Most audiences are no
longer content to simply receive information, they want to interact, comment, express their
opinions and ask questions.
WCCUSD must be committed to open, honest and ongoing communication with internal
and external stakeholders. Maintaining a two-way conversation with stakeholders is
essential for building relationships.
In general, WCCUSD should focus more on short, easy to understand communications
through a variety of channels.
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The plan should be reviewed on an annual basis by the District leadership. It should be
used as a basis for providing a framework for future resource and budgetary consideration.

Summary of Year 1 Plan and Activities
This plan includes an ambitious but achievable set of recommendations for the first year of the
Strategic Plan. Given that the District is embarking on a new overall strategy, it’s important to
integrate communications activities early. The summary of the first year activities are:
 Hire and onboard FTEs
 Identify key audiences and stakeholders
 Perform a communications vulnerability assessment
 Create short and long-term communication milestone calendars
 Establish metrics for success
 Establish personal relationships with key media members
 Content mining
 Grow online presence
 Develop a crisis communications plan
Hire FTEs
WCCUSD should immediately begin a search for a senior communications professional to manage
the District’s communications operation. The Communications Director should:
 Have at least five years experience in progressively advancing communications positions
 Be able to work in a self-directed environment
 Have significant experience designing and implementing social media efforts
 Have a proven record of success in designing and implementing comprehensive
communications campaigns
 Be able to prioritize
 Have public education policy knowledge (not essential, but definitely a plus)
Identify Key Audiences and Stakeholders
WCCUSD should identify and prioritize audiences to whom it will direct its communications
activities then design messaging and communications plans that address their specific concerns.
First, focus on those audiences and communities who opt-in and who must have information.
Efforts should be cost-effective and initially not concerned with reaching 100% of constituents
(unless it is required communication by law, regulation or policy). Some examples of key
audiences are:
 Parents
 Students
 Teachers
 Business leaders
 Community leaders
 Religious organizations
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In future years, the District should continue to expand the reach of the communications strategy to
reach other audiences and stakeholders.
Perform a Communications Vulnerability Assessment
It’s very important that the District has a clear understanding of where it is likely to receive
criticism from the media, the public, elected officials and others so that it is prepared to address
them when the criticism occurs, or in some instances, before it happens.
Create Short and Long-Term Communications Milestone Calendars
Early on, the communications department should develop a calendar of significant announcements
regarding key milestones, such as academic progress, infrastructure improvements, new
partnerships, etc.
Establish Metrics for Success
For each communications undertaking, WCCUSD communications should develop metrics that
define success and how the achievement of those metrics contribute to the overall success of
WCCUSD initiatives. Examples of success metrics include:
 Social media engagement (likes, shares, clicks on embedded links)
 Ability to influence media stories
 Key audience engagement
 Ability to drive communications narrative
 Number of attendees for public events
The metrics should be attributable to communications activities but also have a meaningful
relationship to wider District goals.
Establish Personal Relationships with Key Media Members
It is important that the Communications Director has a positive and meaningful relationship with
the local media. Positive media relationships allow District personnel to be a resource to the media
and to be able to learn and manage potentially negative information before it s released to the
public. Important local media outlets include:
 The Contra Costa Times
 Various Patch publications
Content Mining
Every day there are ample stories from every school about special achievements and
improvements; “wins” that are great content to share with key audiences. The communications
department should make it a priority to survey each school for compelling stories that can be shared
as social media announcements or even made into larger communications campaigns. The key to
a robust communications program is the creation of compelling content, and schools are great
sources. In addition, the District should consider repurposing materials designed for an internal
audience into something for public consumption through social or other media. The District should
then use the data gleaned from who likes/views/retweets/shares information to design future
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communication activities. Finally, video and photo content (when available and where
appropriate) will help to make communications more engaging for public audiences.

Examples of content to mine:







Academic and/or extracurricular student success stories
Athletic achievements
Infrastructure improvements
Teacher/principal training materials
Field trips
Academic events

Grow Online Presence
WCCUSD has done a good job of improving its online presence and it should continue to make
online growth a top priority considering social media’s exponential growth and influence with key
audiences. In addition to tracking and improving the number of “likes,” followers, and page views,
the District should mine the data of those who engage with the District’s social media sites to
achieve District objectives. For example, consider matching the data from social media usage to
the state voter file to encourage voter registration and participation in municipal elections and to
identify community leaders and organizers who can help push for District priorities.
District website – The main District website (www.wccusd.net) was submitted to bigwebstats.com
to perform a topline analysis of its build, usability and security. Their report can be accessed here:
http://www.bigwebstats.com/site/wccusd.net. Throughout the report, there are recommendations
for making improvements to make it more findable, usable and secure. Only someone with access
to WCCUSD’s site-specific analytics can accurately analyze the online traffic patterns, however
there are some developing best practices that the District should consider to raise its web profile:
 Consider moving content to (or replicating it) on “microsites.” People increasingly expect
web information to be readily accessible when landing on a particular page. The more
clicks a person has to perform, the more likely they are to leave the site before getting the
information they need. They are also less likely to return in the future. Microsites are
websites that serve a limited purpose or appeal to a specific audience. They frequently have
very few pages and contain essential information. For example, the landing page for the
“parent” section on the current website is used only for hosting small links to calendars
while parents have to search a sidebar for more categories (that also include student
information links). WCCUSD should create a parent microsite that features the most
searched/clicked links on the landing page in order to make it easier for parents to navigate
and give them a dedicated page to return to. Microsites also can be frequently updated and
changed to meet evolving audience needs.
 Significantly increase the amount of multi-media on the WCCUSD website. Websites with
pictures and videos attract much more attention and are more optimized in searches than
text-dominated sites.
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Facebook – Facebook is an important communications tool because it gives the District an
opportunity to engage in two-way communication with its key audiences. However, in this
medium, content is king and the District must work to engage current audiences and attract others
in order to remain a regularly visited page. The people who manage the Facebook page have a
wealth of information at their fingertips through the analytics function. It can tell the demographics
of each visitor, times when most of their followers are online, what days are most effective for
posting and which are least. WCCUSD has clearly invested time and resources in improving its
Facebook presence but it is still a greatly underutilized tool:
 While the page has 700 “likes” it only has 2 people “talking about this.” This signifies a
very low engagement level by page viewers and is an indication that the posts lack
compelling information.
 Past site activity shows periods of increased engagement but without corresponding
increases in page likes.
 WCCUSD should increase its posting frequency and experiment with a number of different
kinds of posts rather than the WCCUSD-specific, largely one-way messages of the last
several months. Potential new posts include:
o Images of teachers helping students accompanied by simple headlines;
o Cross posts from other websites that introduce WCCUSD to additional audiences;
o Calls to action on specific issues; and
o Promoted posts and Facebook ads to broaden the audience and reach of the page.
In a District of 30,000 students and thousands of staff, WCCUSD’s Facebook page should be a
hub of activity and frequently visited by key audiences. Broadening the reach of the posts and
varying the types and frequency of posts will help determine which messages are most effective.
Develop a Crisis Communications Plan
It is critical that the District have a written, understood, practiced and effective crisis
communications plan that addresses every reasonable crisis scenario from natural disasters to
extreme employee misconduct. WCCUSD should engage a communications firm to draft the plan
and train District leaders on its use.
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Tracking Impact
Quantitative and qualitative data are both required to accurately assess the Strategic Plan’s
effectiveness and progress. Quantitatively, the District should continue to track hard data on
student outcomes and achievement, particularly API scores, high school graduation rates, third
grade literacy rates, and attendance. Qualitatively, there are specific soft data points needed to
gauge the progress of the cultural shift called for in the Strategic Plan. Below are the most critical
of these cultural and behavioral metrics for each Strategic Plan priority and the method by which
to gather the necessary data.

Priority

Create High
Expectations

Metric

Method

Percentage of students in 5th – 12th grade
Annual student survey
who believe they can earn a college degree
Rate at which seniors are pursuing their #1
Annual student survey
post-graduation goal

Support Quality
Instruction

Embrace Collective
Ownership

Degree to which teachers believe they are
stronger teachers this year than the year
prior

Annual teacher survey

Degree to which teachers and principals
believe there is a strong professional
learning community at their school

Annual teacher and
principal surveys

Degree to which students feel
academically challenged and empowered
in the classroom

Annual student survey

Teacher retention rate

Standard count

Percentage of stakeholders who can
articulate what role they play in providing
a high quality education to the students of
West County

Annual stakeholder survey

Percentage of stakeholders who believe
their actions directly and positively impact
student success

Annual stakeholder survey
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Degree to which District leaders, school
leaders, and parents believe outside
stakeholder groups directly and positively
impact student success

Annual District
leadership, principal, and
parent surveys

Degree to which students, teachers and
principals believe their school climate is
safe, supportive, and fun

Annual student, teacher,
and principal surveys

Average number of out-of-school
activities per year per student

Standard count

Degree to which all stakeholder groups
feel they have a firm understanding of the
District’s foci, efforts, and outcomes

Annual stakeholder survey

Degree to which all stakeholder groups
believe their voice is encouraged and
heard within the District

Annual stakeholder survey

Degree to which teachers, and District and
school leaders believe they are able to
make data-informed decisions efficiently

Annual District
leadership, principals, and
teacher surveys

Percentage of teachers, principals, and
District leaders who attempted a new
approach to solve an existing problem

Annual teacher, principal,
and District leadership
surveys

Degree to which teachers, principals, and
District leaders believe they are able and
encouraged to experiment, collaborate,
and learn from each other’s successes and
failures

Annual teacher, principal,
and District leadership
surveys

Invest in the Whole
Child

Prioritize
Accountability

Innovate
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Critical Risks
All strategic initiatives face some degree of risk. Identifying and anticipating critical risks helps
mitigate the downside and better position the District for long-term success. WCCUSD
acknowledges the following critical risks:


Lack of Buy-In – For the Strategic Plan to be effective, all stakeholders have to commit
and genuinely believe the priorities and strategies are worthy, realistic, and designed to
improve student outcomes.



Budget Cuts – Though some of the strategies do not require substantial funding, many
require financial support from the state, local municipalities, and private donors.



Priority Derailment – The strategies identified in this document are grounded in
extensive stakeholder input and data review and should therefore take precedence over
other initiatives that may detract from the District’s limited pool of resources.



Legacy Thinking – Executing the Plan successfully will require stakeholders to abandon
legacy thinking and embrace the reality that for WCCUSD to improve, old practices and
habits that do not positively and substantially impact student learning need to be
addressed and improved.



Mistreatment of Partners – For WCCUSD to reach its potential, it will require the trust,
dedication, and support of its nonprofit, business, and community partners.



Territorial Attitude –The District and its partners must embrace collective ownership
and recognize that positive student outcomes represent the success of all involved.



Inflexibility – While the strategies should remain constant, individual tactics will require
regular evaluation and modification to ensure effectiveness.



Overloaded and/or Unaligned Communication – At all levels, internal District
communication and communication among stakeholders must be aligned, purposeful
and clear.



Over-Responding to Initial Setbacks – Change and improvement take time, but it is
essential that WCCUSD maintain direction and focus and not sacrifice long-term success
in the face of short-term hurdles.
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Opportunities for the Future
As the education landscape continues to evolve, WCCUSD will be presented with numerous
opportunities not yet addressed within this Strategic Plan. The District should not disregard new
opportunities, but rather evaluate each opportunity for alignment with the District’s vision and key
strategies in order to maintain focus and prioritize effectively. Listed below are the opportunities that
will most likely present themselves and have the greatest potential to positively impact the District:


Blended Learning Models – As class sizes throughout California continue to grow,
innovative class management strategies offer an opportunity to increase student learning
and alleviate added pressure on teachers without putting a substantial strain on the budget.



Revisit the Union Contracts – The current union contracts (for teachers and classified
employees) could be restructured to better align with the Strategic Plan’s six key strategies.
For WCCUSD to become a “District of choice,” all stakeholders – including the unions –
will need to reexamine structures, roles, and systems, and improve methods to further
facilitate positive student outcomes.



Expand Adult Education Programs – Parent involvement is an essential component to a
successful school District, but in WCCUSD, parent involvement is limited by adult
education levels and language and cultural barriers. A robust adult education program is
the District’s best tool to help break down those barriers and create more involved and
effective parent partners.



Clear the District’s Annual Retirement Liability – The existing $20,000,000 annual
liability is a legal necessity, but a significant drain on an already-limited resource pool.
The District needs to uphold its obligations, but should be open to ways to free up this
capital and redirect the funds to mission-driven programs and personnel.



Use Case Studies to Build District’s National Reputation – With world renowned
universities such as UC Berkeley, Stanford, and UC Davis all within close proximity to
WCCUSD, the District should explore opportunities to partner with their education
departments to write case studies that track the student and District improvements that
emerge from the Strategic Plan. Building national recognition and prestige will help attract
top talent and private donors.



Year-Round School – Restructuring the school calendar to minimize dormant academic
periods would eliminate summer learning loss and help students maintain positive
academic momentum from one grade to the next.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
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DRAFT II

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
De Anza High School - Replacement Campus
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: Replacement Campus
Construction Status:

Progress Photos: 9/18/2013

Architect:

DLM Architects

Project Manager:

Marc Alojepan, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

Wright Contracting, Inc.
Steve Cayson
Ferdinand Vergeire

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

05/17/2010
Original Approved Projected
1,080
171
1,308
05/01/2013
12/15/2013

Buildings:
Building 1

Administration & Library

Building 2 & 3

Theater & Arts/Delta School

Building 4

Special Education

Building 5

Science

Building 6 & 7

Classrooms

Building 8

Gymnasium

Building 9

Cafeteria

Installation of Fitness and Weight Room Flooring

Building 11, 12, & 13... Lobby, Breezeway, & Entrance Structure/Portico

Progress This Period:
z
z
z
z
z

Hazardous Material Abatement of Existing Campus Completed
Demolition of Existing Building 100, 200, 300, 400, & Cafeteria
Implementation of SWPPP Standards for Project Site
Installation of Fitness and Weight Room Flooring
Training for Staff

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Training for Staff
Demolition of Existing Building 100 and Administration Building
Implementation of SWPPP Standards for Project Site Continuation
Installation of Fitness and Weight Room Flooring Continuation
Installation of Gym Weight Equipment
Rough Grading
Close-Out Documentation

Implementation of SWPPP Standards for Soil Stockpile

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

1,308

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

1,220

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

88

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

93%

Percent of Construction Completed:

90%

Percentage of Work Done

90%

Milestone 1: New Construction

100%

Milestone 2: Commissioning

100%

Milestone 3: Furniture & Move-In

100%

Milestone 4: Demo of (E) School

50%

Total Project

Proposed Changes:
General Comment:
Notice of Completion of Milestone No. 1: New Campus, issued on April 11, 2013.
Current Phase: Demolition and Abatement of Existing School Campus.

Demolition of Existing Campus 200 & 300 Wing

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Gompers and LPS Richmond Schools - New Construction
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: New Construction
Construction Status:

Progress Photos: 9/18/2013

Architect:

HMC Architects

Project Manager:

Gregory Smith, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

Gaile Suarez, SGI Construction Management
Lathrop Construction Associates
Roy Moreno
Andrew Mixer

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:

08/20/2012
Original Approved Projected
1,090
08/15/2015
08/15/2015

Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

Buildings:
Building A

Leadership Public Schools

Building B

Shared Gymnasium

Building C

Gompers High School

Building A - Metal stud installation & arch walls

Progress This Period:
z Building A - Metal stud framing, architectural concrete walls, stair installation,

rough mechanical, electrical, and plumbing continues.

z Building B - Stair installation, roofing over gym, overhead MEP.
z Building C -Concrete pour slab on grade and 2nd floor deck.

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z Building A - Metal stud framing, architectural concrete walls, stair installation,

rough mechanical, electrical, and plumbing continues.

z Building B - Stair installation, roofing, overhead & rough mechanical, electrical and

plumbing continues.

z Building C - Pour remaining concrete floors

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

1,090

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

394

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

696

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

36%

Percent of Construction Completed:

36%

Percentage of Work Done

36%

Building B - East stair installation

Total Project

Proposed Changes:
General Comment:

Building C - Slab on grade concrete pour

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Grant
Elementary
- Fire
Alarm
Modernization
Portola
Middle School
- BLDG
Demo
& Site Work
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: Installation of new fire alarm system and demolition of existing fire alarm system.
Construction Status:
Architect:

Hamilton+Aitken Architects

Project Manager:

Toby Black, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

BBJ Electric
Kris Gilbert

Progress Photos: 9/18/2013

Eduardo Donoso

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

6/17/2013
Original Approved Projected
150
150
120
11/14/2013
10/15/2013

Buildings:
Mobilization

Equipment, Materials, Containers

Rough-in

Layout, pulling of cable, device installation

Abatement

Buildings and Portables

Demolition

Existing Fire Alarm System

Completion

Fire Alarm Testing & Training

New FACP and Annunciator Panel in Administration Office

Progress This Period:
z Install devices and fire alarm panel
z Pre-testing

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z Final testing
z Demolition of existing fire alarm system
z Close out

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

150

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

94

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

56

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

62%

Percent of Construction Completed:

97%

Percentage of Work Done
Mobilization

97 %

New devices in restroom

Total Project
100%

Rough-in

96%

Abatement

100%

Demolition

0%

Proposed Changes:
Installation of additional heat detectors not shown on the addendum per ASI#1.

General Comment:

New smoke detectors in classroom corridor

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Portola
Middle School
- BLDG
Demo
& Site Work
Lake
Elementary
- Fire
Alarm
Modernization
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: Installation of new fire alarm system and demolition of existing fire alarm system.
Construction Status:
Architect:

Hamilton+Aitken Architects

Project Manager:

Toby Black, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

BBJ Electric
Kris Gilbert

Progress Photos: 9/18/2013

Eduardo Donoso

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

6/17/2013
Original Approved Projected
150
150
120
11/14/2013
10/15/2013

Buildings:
Mobilization

Equipment, Materials, Containers

Rough-in

Layout, installation, cable pulling, device installation

Abatement

Buildings and Portables

Demolition

Existing Fire Alarm System

Completion

Fire Alarm Testing & Training

New Hornstrobe and Smoke Detector in Kindergarten Bldg.

Progress This Period:
z Final Testing
z Training

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z Demolition of existing fire alarm system
z Close out

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

150

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

94

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

56

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

62%

Percent of Construction Completed:

97%

Percentage of Work Done
Mobilization

97 %

New Smoke Detector in Principal's Office

Total Project
100%

Rough-in

97%

Abatement

100%

Demolition

0%

Proposed Changes:
General Comment:

New Hornstrobe in Principal's Office

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Nystrom- Elementary
Nystrom Elementary
AbatementSchool
& Selective
Demolition
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: Abatement and selective interior demo of main two-story building and full demo of kindergarten building, multi-purpose room and boiler room
Construction Status:
Progress Photos: 9/18/2013
Architect:

Interactive Resources

Project Manager:

Eddie Law, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

Verna Van, SGI Construction Management
Performance Abatement Services
Mark Eriksen / RGA
Andrew Mixer

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

5/13/2013
Original Approved Projected
185
0
0
11/14/2013
11/14/2013

Buildings:
Building A

Main Classroom Building & Boiler Room

Building B

Kindergarten Classroom Building

Building D

Multi-Use Building

Flooring Removal

Progress This Period:
z Main Classroom Building - Selective demo completed, areas cleaned and punch

walk completed.

z Lead paint removal from historical wood trims completed and stored in

corresponding classrooms.

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z Contractor demobilization
z Contract close-out, turn-over of as-built and keys.

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

185

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

128

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

57

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

69%

Percent of Construction Completed:

99 %
Water Pressure Clean Concrete Floors

Percentage of Work Done

99 %

Total Project

Proposed Changes:
General Comment:
Underground Storage Tank removal currently on-going performed by separate contractor.

Lead Paint Free Historical Wood Trims

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Ohlone Elementary School - West Campus
Period Ending: 9/18/2013
Scope: Ground up Construction of 2 buildings, landscaping and play grounds. Phase I & II.
Construction Status:
Architect:

Powell & Partners

Project Manager:

Sonya Perkins, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

Paul Orr, SGI Construction Management
Zovich & Sons Construction Company
Mark Eriksen

Progress Photos: 9/18/2013

Ferdinand Fergeire

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

08/01/2011
Original Approved Projected
720
1,151
7/20/2013
3/20/2014

Buildings:
Bldg. A

New Construction- 2 Story Bldg. / Admin & Classrooms

Bldg. B

Classrooms & Restrooms

Building A - North side curbs & grading

Progress This Period:
Building A:
z Canopy #3 finish stucco coat complete, form and pour curbs gutters & flatwork.
Grading continues to winterize site prior to rainy season. Exterior painting, bead
blasting floors, electrical fixtures & trim, metal roofing & fascia installation at
canopies except #3. DW & FW connection.
Building B:
z Install light fixtures & trim. Site work/rough & finish grading. Form & pour cubs,
gutters, fence layout, floor leveling, fascia installation at metal roofing, start
plumbing fixture installation and connect FW line.

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
Buildings A & B:
z Prepare for PG&E to power up. Metal roof installation continues. Resin coating
repairs continues at AHUs. Site work-finish grading, start interior finishes (flooring,
cabinets, wall panels, ceiling tiles and plumbing fixtures).
Commissioning /power/hvac, and off-haul dirt.
Building B - Classroom floor leveling

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

719

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

618

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

101

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

85%

Percent of Construction Completed:

69%

Percentage of Work Done

69%

Total Project

Proposed Changes:
General Comment:

Building C - Utility yard/switchgear

PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Portola Middle
- New -Campus
Portola School
Middle School
Period Ending: 9/30/2013
Scope: New Campus Project
Construction Status:

Progress Photos: 9/30/2013

Architect:

HY Architects

Project Manager:

Jose Chapa, SGI Construction Management

Project Engineer:
Contractor:
Inspector:
WCCUSD Mgr:

Rene Barrera, SGI Construction Management
Arntz, Builders, Inc.
Steve Cayson
Ferdie Vergeire

Contract Status:
Notice to Proceed:
Construction Schedule (days):
Original Completion Date:
Projected Completion:

5/13/2013
Original Approved Projected
960
12/29/2015
12/29/2015

Buildings:
Lowering of Building A Basement Slab & Footings 70%.

Progress This Period:
z
z
z
z
z
z

Grading cuts for Site Hardscape on Zone 3 - 90% .
Building A interior rough carpentry 40%.
Lowering of Building A Basement Slab & Footings 70%.
Building A alley main utility installation 4%.
Grade Cut for Building D floor slab 85%
Installation of Main RWL North Line 100%.

Anticipated Progress Next Period:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Installation of Sanitary Sewer & Water Line on zone 1.
Staking and Layout of Footings for Buildings B & C.
Excavate footings for Building D.
Building A alley main utility installation 50%.
Trench and Install of SD line south of Building D.
Electrical rough in, Building A.
Roofing Building A.

Schedule Assessment/Update:
Construction Duration (Calendar Days):

960

Construction Calendar Days Elapsed:

126

Construction Calendar Days Remaining:

834

Percent of Contract Calendar Days Elapsed:

13%

Percent of Construction Completed:

13%

Percentage of Work Done

13%

Building D Pad Engineered Fill

Total Project

Building D Pad Certification

90%

Building B Grade Cut

65%

Building C Grade Cut

20%

Utilities (SD,SS,W,G, FW)

13%

Building A Rough Framing

40%

Proposed Changes:
Building B Grade Cut

General Comment:
Productivity percentage rate acceptable.

